An intuitive argument is presented for the phase anomaly, that is, the 180° phase shift of a light wave in passing through a focus. The treatment is based on the geometrical properties of Gaussian light beams, and suggests a new viewpoint for understanding the origin of the phase shift. Generaliz ing the argument by including higher-order modes of the light field allows the case of a spherical wave to be treated.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that a spherical converging light wave undergoes a phase change of 180 degrees in passing through its focus. This phase anomaly was first observed by Gouy 1 in 1890, and was explained by him on the basis of Huygens' principle. Gouy 2 also showed that this phase change is pre dicted for acoustic waves as well, and is, in fact, a general property of any focused wave.
Numerous other authors have also treated this problem. Debye 3 found an exact solution to the wave equation which predicts the phase anomaly at a focus. His solution is valid for all space and thus neatly avoids the problem of applying the proper boundary conditions at the physical aperture that limits the diameter of the converging wave.
Rubinowicz 4 has treated the phase anomaly by use of the theory of the boundary diffraction wave. A light wave in this theory is split into an incident wave and a wave diffracted at the boundary of the aperture. Rubinowicz showed that the phase anomaly is a property of geometrical optics in the sense that it appears in the incident wave and not in the diffracted wave.
Linfoot and Wolf
5 have shown that the 180-degree total phase change results from a rather complicated phase distri bution within the focal region. This phase distribution was derived by use of Kirchoff's diffraction theory in terms of the Lommel functions. Linfoot and Wolf also showed that, in large part, the phase anomaly is associated with a lengthening 6 of the wavelength of light in a focal region by the factor (1 + l/16ƒ#
2 ), where ƒ# is the focal ratio of the converging spher ical wave.
These theories provide an adequate theoretical explanation of the phase anomaly. They are all rather mathematical, however. A more intuitive explanation of this phenomenon would serve a useful purpose; it is the goal of this paper to provide such an explanation. The treatment is based on the theory of Gaussian beam propagation. In Sec. I an intuitive explanation is given for the 180-degree phase shift that a Gaussian beam experiences in passing through a focal region. In Sec. II a spherical converging wave is treated as a linear combination of the normal modes of the freely propagating field. In cylindrical coordinates these normal modes have the form of a Gaussian multiplied by a Laguerre polynomial. Since each of these normal modes shows a 180-degree phase shift in passing through the focus, the well-known phase anomaly for the spherical wave is predicted.
l. PHASE ANOMALY FOR A GAUSSIAN BEAM

A. Properties of Gaussian beams
Since many lasers produce output beams in which the transverse intensity distribution is nearly Gaussian, there has been considerable interest in studying the properties of Gaussian beams. Kogelnik of curvature of the wave front and is given by
The wave fronts are thus plane at the beam waist and in the limit of z → ± ∞; the wave-front radius of curvature takes on its minimum value of 2πw 2 0 /λ at z = πW 2 0 /λ. Lastly, the pa rameter Φ(z) of Eq. (2) can be interpreted as a phase differ ence between the Gaussian beam and an infinite plane wave of propagation constant k, also traveling in the +z direction; Φ(z) is given by This phase shift increases continuously as the beam passes into and through the beam waist. The total phase shift ex perienced in passing through the region of the beam waist is the difference in Φ(z) between the limits z → ± ∞, and is equal to 180 degrees. This phase shift for a Gaussian beam is the analog of the phase anomaly for a spherical wave.
As can be verified by direct substitution, the Gaussian beam of Eq. (2) is a solution to the wave equation (1) in the limit where is much smaller than any other term obtained in evaluating ∇ 2 u(r,z) of Eq. (1). A sufficient condition for this occurrence is θ ff « 1, implying that the radiation field is substantially confined to a narrow cone about the z axis.
B. Heuristic explanation of the phase anomaly
The intuitive explanation of the phase anomaly is illus trated by the focused Gaussian beam shown in Fig. 3 . The two wave fronts AB and BE are symmetrically located with respect to the beam waist at z = 0. According to geometrical optics the optical path length between wave front AB and wave front BE is given by the distance along the straight line BE. In a sense, diffraction causes the light to propagate along the shorter curved path BCB, and thus the optical disturbance at BE is advanced in phase with respect to the value predicted by geometrical optics. The path length BCB is measured along the curve w(z), whose tangent is everywhere parallel to the direction of energy flow. Being curved, w(z) is not a ray path in the sense of geometrical optics, but does possess the property that, for θ ff « 1, its tangent is everywhere perpen dicular to the surfaces of constant phase of the scalar field u(r,z), and thus distance measured along w(z) is an approIn order to demonstrate that this argument leads to the correct value for the phase anomaly, it is necessary to calculate the difference between path lengths BE and BCB. The path length BCB is given by where 6 = πw 2 0 /λ, and where Eq. (3) for the hyperbola BCB has been used. This integral can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals as 8 where F(φ,κ) and E(φ,κ) are the elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, respectively, and where the parameters φ and K are given by and Similarly, the straight-line distance between points B and E is given by The phase anomaly ΔΦ is then given by where the limit expresses the physical requirement that the accumulated phase shift over the entire focal region be eval uated. In the limit z 1 → ∞, the last term of Eq. (8) for L cancels the contribution from L', and the phase anomaly is given by Since by Eq, (10) the parameter K depends only on θ, it is ap parent that the phase anomaly ΔΦ depends only on θ ff . This expression for ΔΦ is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of (2θ ff ) -1 , which can be interpreted roughly as the focal ratio of the Gaussian beam. The predicted phase shift is nearly π radians for normal beams. In the limit of small θ ff , Eq. (13) ap proaches the value π, as can be verified by expressing θ ff in terms of k by Eq. (10) and introducing the power-series ex pansions 9 for F(π/2,k) and E(π/2,k). For very tightly focused beams, the value of the phase shift predicted by this model differs significantly from π. It is exactly in this limit, however, that the Gaussian-beam solution (2) fails to satisfy the wave equation.
The development until now has been in terms of the prop erties of the function w(z) defined by arbitrary convention to be the radial distance to the 1/e points of | u (,z) |. The func tion w(z) could equally well be defined to be the radial dis tance to the point where | u(r,z) | falls to any fraction ƒ of its radial maximum |u(0,z)|. For any such definition, the argument presented here predicts a 180-degree phase shift, provided that θ ff « 1. It is furthermore true that for θ ff « 1 the distance BCD between the wave fronts AB and DE is in dependent of the fraction ƒ used to define w(z), indicating that this distance does correspond to the optical path between these wave fronts.
II. HEURISTIC TREATMENT OF THE PHASE ANOMALY FOR A SPHERICAL CONVERGING BEAM
It will now be shown that the heuristic procedure introduced in Sec. I predicts the phase anomaly not only for Gaussian beams but also for weakly converging beams of arbitrary amplitude distribution, and in particular for a weakly con verging spherical wave of circular cross section. For sim plicity, only beams with axial symmetry are explicitly con sidered.
The Gaussian-beam solution given by Eq. (2) can be re garded as the first member of a set of approximate solutions to the wave equation, valid in the limit of θ ff « 1, given by 7 where L p (x) is the Laguerre polynomial of order p, where w(z) and R{z) are still given by Eqs. (2) and (4), respectively, and where the phase change Φ p (z) is now given by The total phase shift for propagation from -∞ to + ∞ is thus (2p + l)π rad. The contribution of π rad, independent of p, can be understood by the heuristic argument presented in Sec. I, since each solution (14) has a beam profile characterized by w(z) of Eq. (2). The additional phase shift of 2pπ rad, which is unimportant in determining the phase anomaly, can be understood intuitively as a π phase shift occurring each time the geometrical ray BE of Fig. 3 passes through one of the zeros of u p (r,z).
The set of functions u p (r,z) constitutes the normal modes of the freely propagating light field in the sense that any monochromatic, axially symmetric, scalar field distribution of small far-field diffraction angle can be expanded in terms of these functions. This follows from the fact that the Laguerre polynomials form a complete set 10 such that any function f(x) defined on the interval 0 ≤ x < ∞ can be ex pressed in the form It is, therefore, possible to expand a spherical wave in terms of the normal modes defined by Eq. (14).
A spherical wave front of half-angle θ converging toward the origin from z < 0 can be expressed as where the positive square root is to be taken here and below. This spherical wave u s (r,z) can be expanded in terms of the functions u p (r,z) in the plane z 1 = constant for ΛZ 1 /ΠW 0 2 « -1; u s (r,z) then takes the form where explicit expressions for the expansion parameters C p are not needed. If Eq. (18) is now evaluated at large positive z, each of the u p (r,z) will have undergone a phase shift of 180° for the reason previously given, and the spherical wave u s (r,z) becomes which differs by a minus sign from the result predicted from geometrical considerations. The anomalous phase shift for a spherical wave of circular cross section is thus seen to be understandable in terms of the simple physical picture pre sented here.
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